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ABSTRACT
Lake Mainit is an important natural resource shared by two provinces in northern
Mindanao, Surigao del Norte and Agusan del Norte, notable for being the deepest and the fourth
largest lake in the Philippines. This wetland ecosystem supports a thriving freshwater fishery
and the livelihood of more than 4,000 fishers. At least 19 types of traditional and ingenious
modifications of fishing gears are used. On the average Lake Mainit fishers earn an estimated
monthly income of Php4,340 which falls below the poverty threshold for an average family in
rural Philippines. Part of a comprehensive resource assessment project in Lake Mainit is a socioeconomic profiling and appraisal of the numerous intervention programs in fisheries
management and livelihood development introduced into the lakeshore communities in an
attempt to improve the ecological and socio-economic situation around the lake. The results of
this assessment will provide the scientific basis for formulating a comprehensive fisheries
management plan for Lake Mainit that shall, in turn, be integrated into the Lake Mainit
Development Alliance (LMDA) development agenda to help restore Lake Mainit fisheries to
sustainable levels by addressing issues on declining water quality, regulation of fishing effort,
and decreasing fisher income.
Keywords: Lake Mainit, socio-economics, management issues, intervention programs,
LMDA.
INTRODUCTION
Lake Mainit is an ecologically important resource within two provincial jurisdictions in
the Caraga Region, namely, Agusan del Norte and Surigao del Norte, bordered by eight
municipalities that comprise the Lake Mainit Watershed (Fig. 1). Distinguished as the fourth
largest, deepest and one of the cleanest lakes in the Philippines (LMDA, 2005; Tumanda, et al.
2004), Lake Mainit has rich aquatic resources that can be developed to optimize the economic
benefits to surrounding communities. In 2007-2008 the municipalities along Lake Mainit and
Kalinawan River were classified as fourth (Mainit, Jabonga and Santiago) to fifth class (Alegria,
Kitcharao and Tubay) economies based on the LGU’s average annual income in the last
three calendar years. Since then some Jabonga (third class), Kitcharao and Tubay (fourth class)
have moved up in the economic ladder due mainly to accelerated development in the area.
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In March 1999 the eight municipalities within the Lake Mainit watershed organized the
Lake Mainit Development Alliance (LMDA), an inter-LGU cooperation driven by the need to
manage the lake ecosystem in a holistic and integrated manner. This move was prompted by the
growing realization that economic development, population growth and changing environmental
conditions and have threatened the biodiversity and productivity of the Lake in recent decades
(LMDA 2005). Pollution from mining and domestic sources, unsustainable fishing practices,
high fishing pressure, and lack of enforcement of fisheries policies have drastically reduced the
annual fish catch.
Numerous intervention programs introduced into the lakeshore communities have barely
made a dent in the complex ecological and socio-economic situation around the lake. The
imperative to conduct a comprehensive assessment of the lake and riverine resources to produce
an updated profile on diversity and production was inspired by an earlier research on the
limnology and water quality assessment of the lake (Tumanda, et al. 2004), and by the strong
desire of the LMDA to invest in a sustainable fisheries management program for the lake and
Kalinawan River. Thus, the Sustainable Fisheries Management Program for Lake Mainit was
launched in two parts: Phase I was a Rapid Resource Appraisal funded by the PCAMRD-DOST
(July-October 2007) and Phase II was a Comprehensive Resource Assessment (November 2007October 2008) jointly funded by LMDA and the DAR-IFAD NMCIREMP project (De Guzman
et al. 2008).
This paper is an output of the comprehensive resource assessment project whose
objective is to generate a socio-economic profile of Lake Mainit, identify the management
issues, institutions and intervention programs to improve the lake’s ecology and fisheries and
improve the quality of life of the surrounding communities. The profiling is limited to the six
municipalities along the lakeshore (Mainit, Alegria, Kitcharao and Jabonga) and along
Kalinawan River (Santiago and Tubay) covering 31 coastal barangays (LMDA 2006).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A participatory resource appraisal (PRA) was conducted to obtain baseline information
on demography, socio-economic status of communities fringing Lake Mainit and Kalinawan
River, and profile on management interventions and the institutions implementing these
programs. (De Guzman 2008) or located. A series of focus group discussions (FGD) conducted
in 13 clusters covering 46 barangays along the lakeshore and Kalinawan river generated
information on fishing effort (i.e. number of fishers, fishing boats and gear), livelihood options,
estimates of family income and expenditures, and fisheries-related management issues.
Secondary data on population levels and fishing effort and intervention programs were obtained
from provincial and municipal profiles and LMDA reports. These data were validated through
walk-through/ocular surveys, key informant interviews (KII), and surveys of fishing households
in 24 barangays. Data on municipal ordinances related to fisheries and environmental
management were also obtained from municipal profiles and reports provided by LGU offices.
A list of intervention programs implemented by government, non-government and people’s
organizations was compiled, and their impacts on the social and economic well-being of
lakeshore communities was evaluated.
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Figure 1. The location of Lake Mainit in northeastern Mindanao

Figure 1. Map of Lake Mainit in northern Mindanao, showing the six
municipalities around the lakes and along its single outlet, Kalinawan River
draining into Butuan Bay.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Relevant Demographics and Economic Activities
The total population of the six municipalities around Lake Mainit was reported at
107,308 and 19,323 households based on the 2000 census of population (Table 1). At least
more than 37,000 persons live in lakeshore or coastal barangays surrounding Lake Mainit and
Kalinwan River. Accurate estimates of fisher population were difficult to obtain primarily due to
the lack of updated data from municipal profiles and inconsistency in estimates from different
sources (Table 2). From the series of FGD conducted around the lake it was estimated that more
than 4,100 fishers are involved in lake and riverine fisheries. Validation of this estimate by
local research partners across the six LGUs, however, produced a much lower estimate of 1,754
based on fisherfolk registration. On the other hand, the LRP’s estimate may be lower than the
actual number of fishers in Lake Mainit since fisherfolk registrations are often incomplete due to
the failure or reluctance of many fishers to register and pay the appropriate license fees. Where
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data are available, about 39% of this number are full-time fishers mostly from Tubay (70%) and
Mainit (39), while others (61%) are part-time fishers. In Kitcharao and Santiago, fishing comes
second only to farming.
Table 1. Income classification and population of the six municipalities around Lake Mainit and
Kalinawan River.
Province
Municipality
Income Class*

Surigao del Norte
Mainit
Alegria

Kitcharao

Agusan del Norte
Jabonga
Santiago

5th

4th

4th

Total
Tubay

4th

5th

5th

Total Population**

23,417

12,923

14,604

20,501

17,925

17,668

107,038

No. Households**

4,621

2,350

2,623

3,742

2,651

3,336

19,323

Source: Provincial Profiles of Surigao del Norte and Agusan del Norte.
* Income class based on 2007-2008 classification
**Based on Population Census of 2000

Table 2. Estimates of fishing effort as compared across Lake Mainit and Kalinawan River.
Province
Municipality
Shore population*
No. of Fishers:
Municipal Profile*
FGD, 2007**
LRP, 2008***
Full time
Part time
Fishing Boats#
Motorized
Non-Motorized
Total No Boats

Surigao del Norte
Mainit
Alegria
18,817
No data
(2007)
(2005)

Kitcharao
5,498
(2004)

Agusan del Norte
Jabonga
Santiago
4,582
No data
(2004)
(2006)

Total
Tubay
8,778
(2004)

37,675

No data
435
280
110
170

No data
78
233
No data
No data

185
880
444
62
382

261
1,230
212
No data
No data

66
1,028
170
45
125

109
477
415
290
125

4,128
1,754
-

135
150
285

15
135
150

60
138
198

186
137
323

22
106
128

400
62
462

818
728
1546

* Municipal Profiles, most recent data available, year of available data indicated
**FGD, Focus Group Discussion in 2007
***Data from Local Research Partners obtained from Municipal Agriculture Offices, 2008
# Harmonized data from several sources

At least 1,546 boats are owned by fishers in the six municipalities, 53% of these are
motorized (owned mostly by Tubay fishers) and 47% are non-motorized bancas or dugout
canoes with or without outriggers (Fig. 3). Most of the 462 boats in Tubay are engaged in marine
fishing rather than in riverine fisheries along Kalinawan River. Overall among full-time fishers
across the six municipalities fishing is the most important livelihood (Fig. 4), followed by
farming while very few are engaged in small business (commonly sari-sari store and fish
vending) and other income sources, including labor in small-scale mining others odd jobs. For
part-time fishers farming is the main source of income supplemented by fishing and other
livelihood options, such as labor services and mining (especially in Jabonga and Santiago). A
good fraction (12%), on the other hand, declared that they do not have other livelihood options.
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Figure 3. Profile of fishing effort involved in artisanal fisheries in Lake Mainit and along
Kalinawan River (2007-2008).
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Figure 4. Livelihood options of full-time (left) and part-time fishers (right) in Lake Mainit and
associated river systems.

The fishing population is dominated by the males (97%) who are married (95%) and
majority between 31-40 years old (45.7%). While few women are into fishing, they nonetheless
play a big role in mending nets and vending the fishers’ catch. About only 34% of the fisherfolk
have permanent tenure, owning a lot and house either through inheritance or purchase; the rest
either rent or stay as informal settlers in privately owned land. Rental rates for lots vary across
municipalities, widely ranging from Php120 to Php720 per year. Many fishers occupy the
barangay lots (21.31%) especially in Santiago. Others (3.28%) occupy the Mamanwa
resettlement site in Jabonga where houses are mostly built using light materials (92.61%).
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Average household size also varies across municipalities (4-10 members), with the
average number of children ranging from 4-6 in each family. In large households, families have
accommodated married children and their children and, often, also relatives. The fishers’
literacy rate (where data are available) ranges from 80% (Alegria) to 93.7% (Mainit) based
mainly on respondents having gone to elementary schools and know the basic reading and
writing skills (Table 3).
Table 3. Summary of demographic and economic characteristics among fishing households
around Lake Mainit and Kalinawan River.
Municipality

Mainit

Alegria

Kitcharao

Jabonga

Santiago

Tubay

Report Year
No. of Households
Ave No. of Children
Literacy Rate, %
Ave. Annual Income, Phpesos
Top 5 types of employment

2007
4,621
No data
93.7
No data
Farming

2005
1,300
4
80.0
22,800
Farming

2004
2,821
5
92.5
36,000
Farming

2006
No data
6
No data
No data
Fishing

2004
1,668
4
No data
No data
Farming

Fishing

Gov’t.
Worker

Fishing

2004
3,416
4
No data
24,000
Gov’t
employee
Contract
agri. worker

Mining

Fishing

Carpentry

Private

Forestry

-

Farming

Trading

Gov’t
employee

Selfemployed

Labor

-

Buy & sell

Fish
vending

Microbusiness

-

Sari-sari
store

Sari-sari
store

Small
Business
Source: Municipal Fisheries Profiles

Economics of Lake Mainit Fisheries
Municipal or small-scale fishermen in the Philippines are considered among the poorest
sectors of society. The fishers living off the fisheries resources of Lake Mainit are no exception,
earning marginal incomes from using a highly diverse gear technology. The lake is state-owned
but the agricultural lands and the ricefields bordering the lake and Kalinawan River are privately
owned. Much of the land is claimed as ancestral domain of the native Mamanwa tribe and their
descendants are still visible in the lowlands, although most of them had moved to the uplands. A
number of fishers have been identified as belonging to this tribe. About only 34% of the
fisherfolk have permanent tenure, owning a lot and house either through inheritance or purchase;
the rest either rent or squat in privately owned land.
Income from fishing. Output from FGD showed that incomes derived from fishing
varied among fishers in Lake Mainit and Kalinawan River depending on the type and number of
gears they operate and on the fishing season (Table 4). On the average, daily income per fisher
ranges from Php223 during the lean months to as much as Php1,537 during peak season, largely
contributed by large catches from drag seine or baling. The fishery income scenario without
beach seine, however, changes as daily income is reduced to about Php70 and Php170 during
lean and peak seasons, respectively. Certain gears have meager incomes during the lean fishing
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season, such as hook-and-line, bottomset longline, and gillnet. Gears such as beach seine, spear,
cast net, fish corral and fish trap seem to be quite profitable, earning moderate daily incomes
even during lean months, and potentially large incomes during peak seasons when they
experience “jackpot” catches. Baling, on the other hand, is already a prohibited gear in the lake
according to the LMDA due to its fine mesh which catch tiny fish and fry, and at the time of this
study only Mainit still allowed it. The municipal mayor (Hon. Ramon B. Mondano), however,
declared that he had given baling fishers only a year to use the gear, and presumably all such
operations have stopped since 2010. On the average, a Lake Mainit fisher earns a daily income of
Php217 or an estimated monthly income of Php4,340 from fishing in Lake Mainit on an average
of 20 days a month falls below the poverty threshold for an average family in rural Philippines.
Table 4. Derived estimates of average catch, gross sales, and net income of fishers using
different fishing gears during lean and peak fishing periods.
Gear Type

Drag seine
Crab
Hook & Line
Bottomset LL
Fish Corral
Cast Net
Spear
Gillnet
Fish Trap
Mean

Local
Name

Crew
Size

Baling
Bantak
Bingwit
Taan
Bungsod
Laya
Pana
Pukot
Timing

7
1-2
2
1-2
2
2
1
1-2
1-2

Mean Catch
(kg/trip)
Peak
125
90
20
12
50
90
20
3
100
57

Lean
18
2
4
3
15
7
5
2
15
8

Mean Price
(Php/kg)

70
60
60
60
70
70
70
70
60

Gross Sales
(Php)
Peak
8,750
5,400
1,200
720
3,500
6,300
1,400
210
6,000

Lean
1,260
120
240
180
1,050
490
350
140
900

Cost per
Trip
(Php)

150
150
75
100
100
150
75
100
100

Net Daily
Income
per Fisher
(Php)
Peak
Lean
1,229
159
2,625
-30
563
83
310
40
1,700
475
3,075
170
1,325
275
55
40
2,950
800

111

1,537

223

Household Expenditures. A fishing household’s expenses typically comprise of four
basic components, namely, food (rice, viand and groceries), educational expenses (fare,
allowance, and tuition), payment for basic amenities (medicine, water and light/electricity) and
other miscellaneous expenses. Estimates of daily expenses of fishing households (Fig. 3)
obtained from FGD range between Php228 (Alegria) to Php353 (Jabonga). Across areas food
makes up the bulk of daily housheld expenditures (57-69%). These expenses are relative to
family size that ranges from 4-10 members (average of six) per household. These estimates are
relatively high and indicate that the daily income of fishers (mean of Php223) from fishing can
barely support the essential needs of an average-sized family around the lake. Fishing costs of
some gears are high so that many fishers end up having either low or zero net incomes. In some
cases, fishers experience negative net incomes, an obvious indicator that for some fishers, fishing
has become unprofitable.
Daily income of the average fisher in Lake Mainit is surely not enough to meet household
expenses. On the other hand, most fishers spend a substantial sum on miscellaneous (often
needless) expenditures (e.g. cigarettes, cellphone load, gambling bets for card and number
games, and the traditional local spirits such as tuba and kulafu). On top of meager incomes from
fishing, loose spending patterns and no prioritization of expenditures may have contributed to the
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destitute situation in most fishing villages. In order to earn higher incomes, many families in
Santiago engage in small-scale mining along the Kalinawan River (Fig. 6), scouring the
lakeshore sediments for precious gold and other metals.
400

Daily Expenditures (Php)

350
300
250

Other Expenses

200

Basic Ameni9es

150

Educa9on

100

Food & Groceries

50
0
Mainit

Alegria Kitcharao Jabonga San9ago

Tubay

Figure 5. Comparative distribution of the average daily expenditures per municipality.

Figure 6. Family-based (left) and mechanized (right) gold panning operations along Kalinawan
River.
Fisheries-Related Issues and Concerns
The residents of lakeshore communities around Lake Mainit identified several issues and
concerns in connection with fisheries-based livelihood, environmental quality, and socioeconomic situation around the lake (Fig. 7). Problems related to fisheries management and
environmental governance top the list (46%), followed by habitat/environmental degradation
(21%), while issues related to continued use of destructive/illegal fishing gears, decreasing fish
catch and inadequate funds for management comprise the remaining 33% of issues perceived by
fisherfolk and other FGD participants (Fig. 8).
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Mining in Alegria and Santiago
Accretion in Tubay estuaries

‘Slash & Burn’ farming in Santiago and Mainit

Over-growth of aquatic vegetation
in Jabonga & Kalinawan River.

Figure 7. Some common environmental problems and issues around Lake Mainit.
Institutional Arrangements and Intervention Programs
Lake Mainit is a highly productive wetland ecosystem which has, naturally, attracted the
attention of many government agencies and non-government organizations (NGOs) alike. Local
communities around the Lake are politically active, with more than 50 people’s organizations
(PO’s) and local organizations involved in various livelihood and resource management
initiatives, many of them in the municipality of Mainit (Fig. 9). A list of agencies, foreign
assisting NGOs, financial institutions, and their various programs was compiled from municipal
reports, FGDs, KII with barangay/organization’s officials, and household respondents. At least 21
international organizations, 12 national line agencies and 3 academic institutions have come to
Lake Mainit for a variety of social, economic and research interventions (Fig. 10).
The intervention programs have been arbitrarily classified into the following: agriculture
and livelihood development, infrastructure development, health care services, environmental and
resource management projects, and credit facilities for small financial assistance to PO’s (Fig.
11). Very few interventions have focused on fisheries development and management (e.g. fish
culture, fish sanctuary) but on non-fishery based livelihood development.
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Figure 8. Fisheries-related management issues Figure 9. Distribution of local NGOs and PO's in
Lake Mainit (2007-2008).
in Lake Mainit and environs.

Figure 10. Institutions and organizations that Figure 11. Intervention programs in Lake
support intervention programs in Lake Mainit Mainit supported by various institutions and
communities.
programs (2007-2008).
Among these institutions with the biggest programs in Lake Mainit are the AUSAID –
Philippine Australia Community Assistance Program (PACAP), USAID, Asian Development
Bank (ADB), Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), International Fund for
Agricultural Development (IFAD)-Department of Agrarian Reform Initiatives, United Nations
International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and the Spanish Government Technical
Assistance Facility (IPADE). Philippine national line agencies such as DA-BFAR, DENR, DAR,
DOH and NEDA are also active partners with LMDA and LGUs in implementing programs in
Lake Mainit. The LMDA has also linked with academic and research institutions in undertaking
environmental, social and resource assessment to support management policy, notably, the
Mindanao State University at Naawan, Xavier University (Ateneo de Cagayan) and the Surigao
del Norte College of Agriculture and Technology (SNCAT).
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Impacts of Intervention Programs
Despite the diversity of the intervention programs around the lake between 2007-2008 it
is also noticeable that most were focused on livelihood (32%), infrastructure development (16%),
and public health (13%) and scant attention had been given to environmental and resource
management (10%). Most of the environmental projects were on upland rehabilitation such as
tree planting and there was very little support for projects on maintaining water quality, wildlife
or biodiversity conservation, and sustaining the fisheries of the lake ecosystem, except for the
establishment of fish sanctuaries in Lake Mainit at Alegria and Kitcharao. National and regional
line agencies (such as DENR and BFAR) have mandates toward natural resource and
environmental management but often they act independently from one another with little
coordination. Recently a significant development toward improving the environmental
management of Lake Mainit was a partnership between the DENR’s Protected Areas and
Wildlife Bureau-Coastal Zone Management Sector (PAWB-CZMS) and LMDA to implement a
Biodiversity Partnerships project in Lake Mainit as a key biodiversity area (KBA) in Caraga
Region (https://lmda.wordpress.com, posted December 5, 2013).
From the long list of intervention programs supported by so many international, national
and local institutions it can be said that Lake Mainit is one of the most important development
centers of the Caraga region in northern Mindanao. Such widespread attention can only lead to
accelerated growth and economic development around this critical watershed system. Three of
the eight municipalities in the Lake Mainit watershed had improved their economic status.
From a fourth class municipality Jabonga is now a third income class LGU, while Kitcharao
and Tubay are now fourth class municipality having risen from their fifth income class status
in 2007-2008. Jabonga’s rise in the economic ladder can be attributed to the accelerated
infrastructure development located in this town. Two proposed infrastructure projects worth
Php128 Million have been approved, namely, the Puyo Small River Irrigation Project and the
Cuyago Small River Irrigation Project which together will irrigate 410 hectares of agricultural
land in Lake Mainit. Two hydroelectric power projects have also been committed, namely, First
Gen Mindanao Hydropower Corporation's 30 MW Puyo Hydroelectric Power Project, Agusan
Power Corporation's 25 MW Lake Mainit facility in Jabonga, Agusan del Sur (Lumawag, 2014).
These projects will also serve as flood mitigation strategies to deal with the guob phenomenon
that floods lakeshore communities each year (De Guzman et al., 2008). The provincial
government of Agusan del Norte and the DOT-Tourism Infrastructure and Enterprise Zone
Authority (TIEZA) have also signed a Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) for the ecotourism
development project Lake Mainit. On the other hand, Lake Mainit also holds another form of
attraction for economic development: its rich mineral resources have attracted several mining
companies into the lake’s watershed to extract gold, nickel, copper, chromite and other mineral
deposits.

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper has demonstrated a number of important things about the socio-economic,
ecological and institutional situation of Lake Mainit watershed, namely: 1) Most fishers earn
marginal incomes from fishing and other livelihoods, barely enough to meet their daily basic
needs; 2) Poor revenues from fishing is a consequence of declining fish production due to
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multiple management issues that threaten the lake’s environmental quality, productivity, and
resource sustainability; 3) Municipalities inside the Lake Mainit watershed have been recipient
of a wide range of management interventions to alleviate poverty, increase agricultural
production, improve infrastructure and health care, and protect the environment supported by a
large number of organizations, institutions and programs; and 4) Economic development around
the Lake Mainit watershed also attracts unsustainable activities (e.g. mining) that pose a threat to
the ecological integrity.
Lake Mainit experiences the typical syndrome of a threatened ecosystem: biodiversity
loss, high fishing pressure and declining fisheries, unsustainable economic activities, marginal or
meager fisher incomes, and resource use conflicts. Mining is perhaps among the most serious
environmental and social concerns of local communities around Lake Mainit. The proliferation
of mining claims in Mainit and Alegria and further north in Tubod and Sison, Surigao del Norte
has raised protests among the indigenous Mamanwa, upland farmers, and civil society who are
alarmed at the potential degradation of the Lake Mainit watershed. Small-scale and family-based
gold panning activities along Kalinawan River also contribute to increasing siltation downstream
toward Butuan Bay. Vegetation and biodiversity loss, pollution and siltation as expected
consequences of mining are serious threats to the ecological integrity of Lake Mainit wetland
ecosystem.
Lake Mainit is a shared resource of the municipalities fringing it – but with a limited area
and unregulated fishing effort on top of other management issues, the lake resources can be
easily depleted. Perhaps the brightest prospect of a sustainable management program for Lake
Mainit is the existence of an active alliance, the LMDA, that can pool the resources of member
LGUs into a cohesive and collective effort of protecting and restoring the ecological integrity of
this critical and irreplaceable natural capital. The role of LMDA as an alliance of local
government units is crucial to the successful implementation of all resource and environmental
management programs for Lake Mainit and its associated river systems. Integrating fisheries
management to the Lake Mainit development agenda is an important step in implementing a
truly holistic, integrated approach to addressing issues on declining fish catch, multiple resource
use conflicts, degrading environmental quality, and low incomes of fishing communities.
This paper recommends the following actions: 1) The LMDA should take definite steps
to address environmental degradation in connection with mining, regulation of fishing effort and
fish catch; strengthen law enforcement to protect biodiversity; and increase lake productivity
through improved water quality; 2) coordinate research and monitoring programs and build
capacity of local technical capability in partnerships with academic institutions; 3) implement a
ridge-to-reef approach in protecting the Lake Mainit watershed and in restoration or
rehabilitation activities.
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